Hornsea Burton and Skipsea Federation Medium Term Plan
Objective
Milestone 1



Describe the work
of notable artists,
artisans and
designers.

Milestone 1



Use objects to
create prints (e.g.
fruit, vegetables or
sponges).



Milestone 1



Sort and arrange
materials.



Milestone 1



Use thick and thin
brushes.



Milestone
Indicators
Ask questions such
as; what does it
look like? What has
the artist used?
What colours can
you see?

Basic Activities
I can say what I
like about
Guiseppe
Archimboldo’s
work

Subject: Art and Design
Advanced
Activities
I can compare two
of Guiseppe
Archimboldo’s
pieces of work

Miss Van-Heerden

Deep Activities
I can choose the piece
I like the best and
justify what I like.

Class 1
Resources




Range of Archimbeldo’s
paintings
Archimbeldo powerpoint

-Write a sentence
explaining own pinion
about what they see.

Be able to use fruit
and vegetables to
create a range of
prints
Compare the prints
that
fruit/vegetables
make.

I can experiment
with printing
fruit and
vegetables

I can use fruit
and vegetable
prints to create a
repeating pattern

I can create a range
of patterns or shapes
using fruit and
vegetable prints.



Arrange pictures in
an orderly manner
Give reasons for
putting
fruit/vegetables in
places

I can use fruit
and vegetable
photos to collage
my friend’s face

I can effectively
organise fruit and
vegetable photos
to collage my
friend’s face.

I can create a colour
wheel and identify
opposite colours.






Use Archimboldo’s
work as a guide for
design
Ask questions such

I can paint the
fruit and
vegetables on my
friend’s face

-Look at the wheel
created and identify
which colours are
opposite colours.
I can create an
accurate represention
of my fruit face design
using paint

.

I can explain what
I like about my
work and how it
could be improved.











Apples, pears, potatoes,
peppers, cucumber,
carrots,
A3 paper
iPads
Poster paints

Photos of childrens faces
on A4 sheets
Range of Archimboldo’s
paintings
Scissors
Glue

Designs from last week
Archimboldo’s paintings
Circle shapes to draw
around for painting

Use some of the
ideas of artists
studied to
create pieces.



as; Which colours
have you used? Are
you painting in the
style of
Archimboldo?
Reflection of work.

photo.






Paint
Palettes
Brushes
Post its to record chn’s
responses.

